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Aug. 25: President Alberto Fujimori announced changes in election laws for the constituent
congress, called the Democratic Constituent Congress (Congreso Constituyente Democratico, CCD).
The laws were promulgated Aug. 22. The modifications lowered the minimum age requirement for
candidates from 30 to 21 years and exempted political organizations previously registered with the
National Elections Council from the requirement of obtaining 100,000 signatures in order to appear
on the ballot. The changes were made following harsh criticism of the original version of the law
by opposition parties. Following the announcement, opposition spokesperson and president of the
dissolved Senate Alberto Borea called the modifications "important but insufficient." Elections for
the 80-member CCD are scheduled for Nov. 22. Opposition party leaders met to discuss the new
election rules for the CCD. According the United Left's (Izquierda Unida, IU) Gustavo Mohme,
the leaders decided to send a mission to Washington Aug. 26 to present testimony on Peru's redemocratization to the permanent council of the Organization of American States (OAS). Mohme
said the situation in Peru would be examined during a meeting of OAS member-nation foreign
ministers Aug. 28. Former president Alan Garcia called on the Peruvian military to end its support
of the Fujimori administration. Garcia said Fujimori had established a "dictatorship" as "his only
means to hide the failure of neoliberalism." Aug. 27: In Geneva, the UN Human Rights Commission
passed a resolution calling on "the authorities in Peru to resume dialogue with the representative
political forces in order to restore institutional normalcy, full respect for human rights and the
complete reestablishment of representative democracy." The Commission also issued a strong
condemnation of actions perpetrated by Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) and Tupac Amaru
Revolutionary Movement (Movimiento Revolucionario Tupac Amaru, MRTA) rebels. Aug. 28:
The OAS decided not to send a special mission to Peru to assist in organizing the CCD elections.
Borea told reporters he was "satisfied" with the cautious approach taken by the OAS. "The support
sought by Fujimori's government has not been granted," said Borea. US Ambassador to the OAS
Luigi Einaudi said he agreed with OAS secretary general Joao Baena Soares on the need for the
OAS to assist with preparations for a "transparent" electoral process in Peru. However, other
delegates argued that OAS participation could be misinterpreted as endorsement for a process
which has been questioned by the majority of Peru's political forces. The permanent council
decided to leave the final decision on OAS assistance for the CCD elections in the hands of Baena
Soares and Uruguayan Foreign Minister Hector Gros Espiell. The two will evaluate whether the
Fujimori administration has complied with the spirit and the letter of OAS resolutions requiring a
dialogue leading to constitutional reform and redemocratization. Aug. 29: The American Popular
Revolutionary Alliance (Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana, APRA) party expelled 79
members from its ranks. The 79 were accused of "non-compliance with party discipline and
morality." Aug. 30: In a new report on Peru, Washington-based human rights organization Americas
Watch stated that the replacement of a separation of powers by "despotism" even by a legitimately
elected president with high levels of popular support "constitutes a threat to the protection of
human rights." According to the report, since Fujimori's April 5 "auto-golpe," spaces for the
exercise of public and individual rights have been reduced, legal guarantees for the protection
of fundamental rights have been severely restricted, and opportunities for escalated abuses by
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government security forces involved in the fight against insurgents and drugs have increased.
Americas Watch criticized the OAS for providing "legitimacy to Fujimori's anti-democratic
proposals," for undermining the work of organizations like the Inter- American Human Rights
Commission, and for not insisting firmly enough on dialogue as the means to resolve the political
crisis. Americas Watch called on Latin American nations to increase diplomatic initiatives aimed at
securing respect for human rights and a return to democracy in Peru. Sept. 2: Fujimori announced
that "two or three weeks" before the Nov. 22 elections for the CCD he will openly participate in
the electoral campaign, supporting a list of independent candidates. Fujimori said he endorses the
independent candidates and hopes they win a majority of the 80 seats in the CCD "because we need
to consolidate the changes we have been making and for this we need a legislature that supports
the laws of the government." (Sources: Notimex, 08/25-27/92; Agence France-Presse, 08/25- 31/92,
09/02-04/92)
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